Mathematical air pollution modeling represents an essential tool to control and predict atmospheric pollution. In this paper, a multiple cell model for the three-dimensional simulation of pollutants (SO 2 , CO, NO x , and TH) dispersion from a network of industrial stacks is presented. The model verification was conducted by checking the simulation results for a single stack against experimental data and also against the predictions of the Gaussian Dispersion Model. Simulation runs were also conducted in actual scale in order to illustrate the program on a network of actual refinery stacks. The results are compared with measured data and also with the results obtained from the Industrial Source Complex (ISC) model, and good agreements were obtained. The effects of meteorological parameters (i.e., wind velocity, air temperature, atmospheric stability, and surface roughness) on pollutants dispersion were also investigated, and a sensitivity analysis study was carried out in order to determine the effect of atmospheric conditions and other input parameters on pollutants dispersion. Sensitivity analysis shows that concentration is sensitive to exit concentration and flow rate in comparison with other input parameters. Finally, practical methods for reducing maximum ground level concentrations are recommended and simulated using the proposed model.
INTRODUCTION E
MISSIONS FROM INDUSTRIAL STACKS are regulated to protect human and environmental health. Thus, industrial facilities are required to obtain permits to emit into the atmosphere and to demonstrate their compliance with regulations. In the process of applying for permits, dispersion models are generally used to assess the impact of point source emissions at ground level (Mehdizadeh and Rifai, 2004) .
Oil refineries usually have many stacks and gaseous pollutants like sulfur dioxide (SO 2 ), nitrogen oxides (NO x ), total hydrocarbons (TH), and carbon monoxide (CO) are present in their emissions. It is important to predict what happens downwind and which places are affected by refinery stack emissions by considering threshold-limit values for major air pollutants. Pollutants are generally assumed to be carried on average in a straight line with the prevailing winds. They are also assumed to disperse at a rate which is greatest for sunny daytime conditions and least for stable nighttime conditions, due to differences in vertical mixing effects. The dispersion rate may be enhanced by factors such as wind shear, surface roughness, and plume buoyancy. Models may or may not incorporate factors such as building wakes and terrain effects.
Simulation of single industrial stacks using a Gaussian model has been illustrated in some references (Ragland, 1973; Caputo et al., 2003; Mehdizadeh and Rifai, 2004) . The simulation of multiple stacks has been done using a Gaussian model (Lakes Environmental-ISCST3 User's Guide, 2003) , but there is no work about simulation of such stacks with the multiple cell approach. For instance, Abdul-Wahab (2003) used the ISC model to predict SO 2 dispersion from Mina Al-Fahal Refinery stacks in Oman.
This paper presents modeling and simulation of pollutants dispersion from a network of industrial stacks. For this purpose, a MATLAB program was written for simulation of pollutants dispersion from an industrial stack. The program verification was conducted by checking the simulation results against experimental data and good agreements were obtained. The program was then modified in order to incorporate the simulation of pollutants dispersion from a network of refinery stacks. Simulation runs were done in actual scale in order to illustrate the program on a network of actual refinery stacks. The results were compared with measured data and also with the results obtained from the Industrial Source Complex (ISC) model and good agreements were obtained. The effects of meteorological parameters (i.e., wind velocity, ambient air temperature, atmospheric stability, and surface roughness) on pollutants dispersion were also discussed. Further, practical methods for reducing maximum ground level concentrations were recommended and discussed. The program was designed to be easy to use and computationally efficient. It requires stacks data, positions, and meteorological parameters, and presents the results in a visual format using both two-and three-dimensional plots.
SOLUTION ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION AND PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION
The modeling of dispersion of air pollutants from a network of refinery stacks can be broken down into the following steps:
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FATEHIFAR ET AL. 1. describing the geometry of the domain; 2. describing the position of stacks in selected domain; 3. introducing appropriate boundary conditions; 4. introducing sources, sinks, and the dispersion characteristics for the entire domain; 5. selection of values or required equations for parameters in the model; 6. division of the domain into cells and solution of the finite difference equations; 7. finding concentration at all grids for all pollutants simultaneously; 8. visualization of results.
Step 2 in the above procedure differs slightly from the single stack case as we are considering multiple stacks at different locations. The modeling process starts with first writing a conservation of mass equation for each pollutant and then dividing the air space into an array of cells (Fig. 1) . The conservation of mass for a fluid element and for a given pollutant S may be written as shown in Equation (1):
. . , q (1) where C s is the concentration of the chemical species involved in the model, U is wind velocity, K x , K y , and K z are diffusion coefficients, E s is the emission sources, K 1 s and K 2 s are deposition coefficients (for the dry deposition, and the wet deposition, respectively), and Q(C s ) represents chemical reactions. The assumptions made are:
1. Steady-state conditions (ѨC/Ѩt ϭ 0); 2. U y ϭ U z ϭ 0 (wind velocity in x-direction only); 3. transport by bulk motion in the x-direction exceeds diffusion in the x-direction (K x ϭ 0); 4. there is no deposition in the system (K 1 s ϭ K 2 s ϭ 0); 5. there is no reaction in the system (Q ϭ 0).
Then Equation (1) will change to: (Ragland, 1973; Ragland and Dennis, 1975; Zannetti, 1990) .
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The boundary conditions are:
at z ϭ 0, ϭ 0 at z ϭ mixing length, ϭ 0 W and mixing height are illustrated in Fig. 2 . As shown in Fig. 2 , W and mixing height are large enough so we can consider that there is no diffusion in y ϭ 0, y ϭ w and z ϭ mixing height. Also at ground level, it is assumed
that when pollutants reach the ground level they do not get absorbed, and they can transfer to near meshes (Heinsohn and Kabel, 1999) . Discretizing Equation (2) conditions shown in Equation (3) along with the stated assumptions leads to Equation (4):
where the values of wind speed and eddy diffusivities are presumed known for every cell. This is an explicit algebraic formula and may be unstable in some conditions. The stability condition for this system is described as shown in Equation (5) (Constantinides and Mostoufi, 1999) :
For illustration purposes, Fig. 1 indicates three stacks in positions (4, 1, 7), (8, 3, 9), and (12, 5, 6) . In these cells, the term E s due to stack emission must be considered. This term is zero for all other cells. The above set of equations is similar to the single stack case (Fatehifar et al., 2005) with the only difference being the inclusion of multiple E s terms.
Atmospheric parameters used in the program
Atmospheric conditions are a driving force in the formation, dispersion, and transport of pollutant plumes. For solving Equation (3), we need atmospheric parameters like, wind speed, plume rise, stability category, dispersion coefficients, surface roughness, and other parameters. Required equations and values for determining these parameters are given in the next section. Atmospheric stability. Stability of the atmosphere varies hourly, but for modeling purposes and for short time periods (1-3 h) a constant and representative atmospheric stability was assumed (Mehdizadeh and Rifai, 2004) . In the present paper, three classes of atmospheric stability (neutral, stable, and unstable) are considered. Atmospheric stability is calculated by using the following equation (Ragland and Dennis, 1975) :
In Equation (6), u* is the friction velocity, C p is the specific heat of air, T is the air temperature, k is Karman's constant (k ϭ 0.4), g is the gravitational constant, and H n is the net heat that enters the atmosphere. H n for a neutral atmosphere is 0, for a stable atmosphere is Ϫ42 and for an unstable atmosphere is 175 (Shamsijey, 2004) . It should be noted that L (Monion-Obukhov length) is simply the height above the ground at which the production of turbulence by both mechanical and boundary forces are equal (Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998) .
Surface roughness and friction velocity. It is convenient to introduce a drag coefficient, c g , based on the geostrophic wind, u g , such that u* ϭ c g u g
The geostrophic drag coefficient is a function of the surface Rossby Number (R 0 ϭ u g /fZ 0 ) and L, where f is the Coriolis parameter of the earth and Z 0 is surface roughness. Lettau (1959) suggests the following empirical relationship for a neutral atmosphere:
For stable and unstable atmosphere, it must be multiplied by 0.6 and 1.2, respectively. Values of roughness length (Z 0 ) and friction velocity (u*) for several different land surfaces are presented in Heinsohn and Kabel (1999) .
Plume rise. When the air contaminants are emitted from a stack, they rise vertically above the stack before drifting a significant distance downwind. The effective stack height H is not only the physical stack's height h s but includes also the plume rise (Fig. 3 )
The stack height used in the calculations must be the effective stack height. Usually, Brigg's equation (Heinsohn and Kabel, 1999 ) and Holland's equation (Peavy et al., 1985) are used for the prediction of plume rise. Brigg's and Holland's equations are given by Equations (10) and (11), respectively. ␦h ϭ , F ϭ , C ϭ 1.58 Ϫ 4.14 (10) ␦h ϭ 1.5 ϩ 2.68 ϫ 10 Ϫ3 PD
where v s is stack exit velocity (m s Ϫ1 ), D is stack diameter (m), u is wind velocity (m s Ϫ1 ) measured or calcu- Figure 4 shows the comparison of modified Holland equation with experimental data and Holland and Brigg's equations. It can be seen that there is good agreement between the modified Holland equation and the experimental data. The preceding calculations are suitable for neutral conditions. For unstable conditions, ⌬h should be increased by a factor of 1.1 to 1.2, and for stable conditions, ⌬h should be decreased by a factor of 0.8 to 0.9 (Peavy et al., 1985) .
Wind velocity and dispersion coefficients. Wind speed and eddy diffusivities for various stability classes used in this paper are given in Table 1 .
Mixing height. The volume available for diluting pollutants in the atmosphere is defined by the mixing height. The relation between stability classes and mixing height is given in Beychok (1995) .
Program description
If the above expressions are substituted in Equation (4) along with using the following notation: A system of linear equations that can be written in compact form Equation (14) is obtained:
where A is a coefficient matrix similar to the matrix obtained for the single stack case, C is the matrix of concentrations, and matrix D is obtained in a slightly different fashion from the single stack case due to the presence of multiple emission sources. For grids where there is no stack, matrix D will be the known concentrations of the grid at a previous face, whereas for grids where there is emission due to a stack, matrix D is the sum of the known concentration at the previous face plus the emission rate due to the presence of a stack at that grid. Figure 5 shows the flow chart of the calculation procedure. This is again very similar to the case of a single stack except for the step where the right hand matrix [D] is calculated in order to take into account the presence of multiple stacks. First, the meteorological data, stack characteristics, stack positions, and the domain selection are input to the program through an interactive user interface. Then eddy diffusivities, wind velocity, and other necessary parameters for the evaluation of the elements of matrix A are calculated. The plume rise for every stack is calculated using known wind velocity and other input data. Further, by considering the position of the stacks, the concentration of pollutants in each cell is calculated face by face in the x-direction until the end of the domain is reached. Finally, the results are provided in an easy to visualize graphical form. For improving performance of the program, memory preallocation and loop vectorization techniques were employed.
SIMULATION RUNS AND PROGRAM VERIFICATION
The model was first run to predict dispersion of pollutants from an industrial stack. In order to verify the predictions of the model, a comparison of model output with experimental data collected from the literature (Snyder, 1994) was done. Table 2 shows the stack parameters that were used to perform various simulations. Figure 6 shows a comparison between experimental data, the Gaussian simulation model and the model results. It can be seen that there is a better agreement between the experimental data and simulation results of the proposed model than those of the Gaussian model. Figure 7 shows pollution dispersion for the stack under conditions that were described in Table 2 . After validating the model for a single stack, the program was then used to predict pollution dispersion from a network of refinery stacks as will be discussed in more details in the next section. The prepared simulation program is illustrated on a case study representing pollution dispersion from Tabriz Refinery stacks. Tabriz Refinery with a 2 km 2 area is located at 15 km of Tabriz-Azarshahr road, East Azarbyjan province, Iran. Figure 8 shows the location of Tabriz Refinery Stacks. The refinery is located on a smooth terrain.
Sensitivity analysis studies were carried out in order to find the correct parameters and best equations by putting them into the model and comparing the results with the measured data. The effect of parameters will be discussed in the next section. After checking the model and finding the correct set of input parameters and relations for parameters, the program was then run for various atmospheric conditions. Also, ISC (based on Gaussian model) was employed for the same case study for comparison purposes. Table 3 shows a comparison of the model results with measured data and with the results obtained from the ISC model. As shown in Table 3 , there is a good agreement between the model results and the measured data. ISC results seem to slightly under predict the pollutant concentration for this case. Figure 9 shows air monthly temperature distribution for various years.
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EFFECT OF PARAMETERS
The effects of various meteorological parameters such as atmospheric stability, wind velocity, air temperature, surface roughness, and dispersion coefficient on pollutants dispersion were investigated. Figure 12 shows the effect of atmospheric stability on pollution dispersion. Looking at Fig. 13 , it can be seen that the distribution of pollutants is better for unstable conditions and pollutants do not go far from the stacks. This condition is undesirable for local air quality. Figure 13 shows the effect of wind velocity on pollutant dispersion. As can be seen, pollution dispersion decreases when wind velocity increases and pollutants go far from the stacks region. Figure 14 shows the effect of air temperature on pollutants dispersion. The dispersion of pollutants increases with increasing temperature and pollutants come down near the stacks region but concentration decreases in whole area. Table 4 shows the effect of surface roughness (Z 0 ) on dispersion of pollutants. As Z 0 increases, the maximum ground level concentration increases, the distance for maximum concentration decreases, the maximum concentration at mixing height increases, the exit concentration decreases, and total dispersion is enhanced and contaminants do not go far from the refinery, and this situation is bad for the refinery and the nearby population.
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS AND PRACTICAL METHODS FOR REDUCING GROUND LEVEL CONCENTRATION
In this section, various scenarios, using the prepared program were considered in order to reduce the maximum ground level concentrations. First of all, if we change raw material or use new technologies or add control devices, exit concentration of stacks will be decreased and ground level concentration decreases. Table 5 shows the effect of exit concentration on ground level concentration. As can be seen, by decreasing exit concentration, ground level, mixing height, and end of domain, concentrations decrease. Another strategy for reducing maximum ground level concentrations is by increasing the exit temperature. Table 6 shows the effect of the exit temperature on pollutant dispersion. As is shown, by decreasing exit temperature, ground level, mixing height, and end of domain, concentrations decrease. Finally, the effect of increasing stacks height is studied. In this condition, pollutants will disperse in a large volume and finally ground level concentration will be decreased. Table  7 shows the effect of stack height on pollutant dispersion. As the results show, the input parameters affect pollutants concentration but it is important that one knows which parameter has high effect or concentration sensitivity is high for which parameters. For this reason, a sen-808 FATEHIFAR ET AL. sitivity analysis study was carried out. In this model, the input parameters that affect concentration of pollutants are air temperature, wind velocity, stability of atmosphere, exit gas temperature, concentration and velocity (or flow rate), and stack height. So, sensitivity of pollution dispersion to these parameters was studies. Figure  15 shows sensitivity of concentration to input parameters. As the figure shows, pollutants dispersion is sensitive to exit flow rate and exit concentration in comparison with other input parameters. So it is better to control the exit flow rate and concentration of pollutants. The figure also shows that source control is a better method for reducing the concentration of pollutants in the atmosphere.
CONCLUSION
In this study, a three-dimensional simulation of pollutants dispersion from a network of industrial stacks was presented based on a Multiple Cell Model. Simulations were done in actual scale. For solving the mathematical model representing pollution dispersion, the finite difference method was employed and a computer program was written. The program was checked against measured data and also compared to the ISC Gaussian-based model under various conditions. The effects of different meteorological parameters (i.e., wind velocity, ambient air temperature, atmospheric stability, and surface roughness) on pollutants dispersion were analyzed using the developed program. The program was also used to study the effect of various strategies that can be employed for reducing maximum ground level concentrations. The results show that dispersion of pollutants is proportional to air temperature and dispersion coefficients and inversely proportional to wind velocity. Winter represents adverse meteorological conditions for places that are far from the refinery, whereas summer represents adverse conditions for people who work in the refinery or who are living nearby the refinery. For reducing the health effects of refinery stacks emissions the following is recommended:
1. Increase stacks height so that pollutants go to the upper atmospheric layer and dispersion takes place over a large area and ground level concentrations decrease. 2. Increase exit velocity and temperature of stack emissions. In this case, pollutants also go up into the atmosphere and result in a decreasing ground level concentration. 3. Decrease exit concentration by using control devices and redesigning factories through the use of advanced technologies. Figure 15 . Sensitivity of pollutant concentration to input parameters.
